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Abstract
We propose an effective filtering methodology designed to perform estimation in a distributed
mechanical system using position measurements. As in a previously introduced method, the
filter is inspired from robust control feedback, but here we take full advantage of the estimation
specificity to choose a feedback law that can act on displacements instead of velocities and
still retain the same kind of dissipativity property which guarantees robustness. This is very
valuable in many applications for which positions are more readily available than velocities,
as in medical imaging. We provide an in-depth analysis of the proposed procedure, as well
as detailed numerical assessments using a test problem inspired from cardiac biomechanics,
as medical diagnosis assistance is an important perspective for this approach. The method
is formulated first for measurements based on Lagrangian displacements, but we then derive a
nonlinear extension allowing to instead consider segmented images, which of course is even more
relevant in medical applications.
1 Introduction
Estimation by filtering – e.g. Kalman filtering – has long been restricted to dynamical systems
limited in size, due to the costs induced by the computation of the filter, both in terms of stor-
age and CPU time. In particular, although it can be formulated in theory [5] optimal filtering
for partial differential equations (PDEs) gives rise to untractable computations in practice, when
considering discretized versions of the system. Only recently have some so-called “reduced-rank
filtering procedures” been proposed in the data assimilation community in order to deal with such
large systems by reducing the size of the space of “uncertain variables” considered [18]. However,
in many infinite dimensional systems – such as the class of mechanical systems considered here
– this uncertainty space is intrinsically very large, hence generic rank reduction is not applicable.
In [14] we have proposed a filtering methodology well-adapted to evolution PDEs, in which the
filter is inspired from feedback control concepts and Luenberger observers [13]. In mechanics,
in particular, collocated feedback is known to provide robust – as can also be mathematically
substantiated – and easily implementable control laws for large classes of systems. When taking the
feedback operator as a filter, it can be shown for linear systems that the estimation error obeys the
closed-loop dynamics associated with this feedback, hence enjoys the same convergence properties.
This holds for state estimation, but it can be extended to joint state-parameter estimation by using
this state filter in essence to “reduce the uncertainty” to the parameter space, and take advantage ot
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the reduced uncertainty to formulate the joint estimation problem in an H2-optimal or H∞-robust
framework [14, 6].
We have also discussed how this type of approach has perspectives in medical diagnosis assistance,
as the combination of information provided by measurements – namely signals and images – on the
one hand, and by various physical and physiological models on the other hand, when adequately
processed by estimation procedures to produce meaningful and accurate medical indicators, may
be of utmost value [2]. When more specifically considering biomechanical modelling an important
application field for such data assimilation methodologies is cardiology [22], for which quantitative
mechanical indicators are most relevant, and also pneumology to some extent [25].
Nevertheless, a limitation of our approach in mechanical systems is that collocated feedbacks use
velocity measurements – hence so does the corresponding filter – whereas such measurements are
not always readily available. In most cases – e.g. in medical imaging – position measurements
are much easier to obtain. In fact, in imaging the measurement gives a snapshot of the deformed
configuration along time, which does not directly provide an access to the Lagrangian displace-
ments, hence induces a very serious additional difficulty. And even when displacements are directly
available – as may be the case after postprocessing specific imaging modalities such as tagged MRI
– differentiating them to obtain velocities for the filtering procedure is of course not recommended,
as it considerably amplifies the various measurement errors.
However, this limitation can be lifted by taking fuller advantage of our approach of devising a
filter based on feedback laws, when noting that in our case we only need to apply the control on a
numerical system – not on the real one. Hence, although we are limited on the sensor operator that
can be used in the control law and that must correspond to the actual measurements available for
the system, we have much more freedom on the actuator side. In particular, the control can apply
on the equation relating displacement and velocity when writing the dynamical system in the usual
first-order form, whereas this type of actuation cannot be considered for a real system. In this
paper, we show that this idea allows to use displacement measurements with the same effectiveness
as for velocities in [14]. Furthermore we demonstrate how this can be extended to consider position
snapshots, as available in segmented images.
The outline of the article is as follows. In Section 2 we define the model setting and introduce the
notation. Then, in Section 3 we present our new filtering approach, starting with measurements
that contain only Lagrangian displacements – namely, the essential unknowns in the mechanical
system – for various types of observation operators: displacements integrated over 3D measurement
cells, boundary displacements, and boundary-normal displacements. We analyse this estimation
procedure both mathematically and numerically – by computing the poles of the associated closed-
loop dynamics – and we also demonstrate its performance by computing the estimation error in
a test problem inspired from cardiac biomechanics. We next proceed to extend this approach in
Section 4, in order to be able to use the – intrisically Eulerian – position information available in
segmented images. As the filter formulation was introduced in the framework of linear mechanical
systems, we also present in Section 5 a natural extension of the approach for nonlinear mechanics,
with a numerical assessment. Finally we give some concluding remarks in Section 6.
2 Problem statement
2.1 General Framework
We consider a mechanical system in the realm of solid or structural continuum mechanics, where
the acceleration field inside the body is given by the imbalance between internal stresses and external
forces. When x denotes the state vector including displacements y and velocities y˙, such systems are
described in a linear framework by a dynamical system – underlied by partial differential equations
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– written in the following generic form
dx
dt
= Ax+R
x(0) = x0 + ζx
(1)
where A is a linear differential operator and R a source term. More specifically, this equation
expresses the conservation of linear momentum, completed by the identity relating the velocity and
the time derivative of displacement, namely, in a weak form,∫
Ω
ρ
dy
dt
· δy dΩ =
∫
Ω
ρy˙ · δy dΩ, ∀δy (2)∫
Ω
ρ
dy˙
dt
· δy dΩ = −
∫
Ω
Σ
(
y, y˙
)
: δe dΩ +
∫
Ω
f · δy dΩ, ∀δy (3)
Here, Ω represents the geometrical domain of the system, ρ the mass per unit volume, Σ the
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, δy an arbitrary test function in the displacement space with
δe the corresponding infinitesimal variation for the Green-Lagrange strain tensor, and f the applied
loading (taken here as a 3D distributed field to fix the ideas). Hence, in System (1) x denotes the
state variable
(
y y˙
)T
. Assuming small displacements, we can identify δe with the symmetric part
of the gradient ∇δy, and take Σ – which can then be identified with the Cauchy stress tensor – as
a linear function of x. We are thus led to the linear operator A. The differential system considered
is of infinite dimension, its unknowns being the displacement and velocity fields at each point of
the continuous body.
In the above system, ζx represents the unknown part in the initial condition x(0). Our objective
is to obtain an estimation of the unknown quantities ζx , based on measurements available for the
system.
Let us introduce A and R as the discrete counterparts of A and R obtained from a finite element
approximation of the variational formulation, namely,
A =
(
0 I
−M−1K −M−1C
)
, R =
(
0
M−1F
)
, (4)
where M , C, K and F respectively denote the mass, damping and stiffness matrices and the
consistent force vector, see [4, 11]. The discrete space variable X ∈ RN thus satisfies the dynamical
system {
X˙ = AX +R
X(0) = X0 + ζX
(5)
where X0 and ζX are discrete approximations – typically by interpolation – of x0 and ζx.
Our final objective consists in finding a procedure to approximate the real system with the finite
element model without knowing the corresponding approximation of ζX , but using the available
measurements.
2.2 Model Problem
In order to illustrate and assess our estimation procedures, we will consider an example problem
inspired from biomechanics and representing a simplified cardiac ventricle. This model problem
was already considered in [14], but for completeness we now summarize its definition.
The geometry of our example problem is depicted in Figure 1-(a), and the characteristic dimensions
of this object are – indeed – comparable to those of a human left ventricle. We thus resort to cardiac
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terminology to refer to the two extremities of the object, namely “apex and base” (see Figure).
The system is clamped over the planar surface at the base, and activated by a spherical wave of
prestress – representing electrical activation – of initiation center C and wave speed c = 0.5 m.s−1,
which means that it takes 0.2 s for the wave to reach the base. The wave shape itself is shown
in Figure 2. The resulting prestress state is assumed to be isotropic and gives an external virtual
work defined by
δWPS =
∫
Ω
σ0w(‖CM‖ − ct) Tr(δ∇y) dΩ = δY T ·R, (6)
Our simulations will correspond to an isotropic viscoelastic material in linear analysis, with ma-
terial parameters given by
E = 12.4 103 Pa, ν = 0.39, η = 1.6 10−4 s, σ0 = 4.5 104 Pa, (7)
and respectively denoting Young’s modulus, the Poisson ratio and a viscoelastic relaxation time
associated with the pseudo-potential
W v = η
(
λ
2
(Tr ε˙)2 + µTr(ε˙2)
)
,
where λ et µ are the Lame´ constants derived from E and ν, and
ε =
1
2
(∇yT +∇y)
denotes the linearized strain tensor approximating – at the first order – the Green-Lagrange de-
formation tensor in the small displacements framework. Note that this viscoelastic contribution
corresponds to stiffness-based Rayleigh proportional damping. This leads to the following consti-
tutive law to be taken into account in the variational formulation
Σ = λTr(ε+ ηε˙)1 + 2µ(ε+ ηε˙). (8)
Also, volumic mass is set as ρ = 103 kg ·m−3, a standard value for biological tissues. All these ma-
terial parameter values are taken in consistency with [20] and lead to physiological heart functional
indicators in the simulations. Note that – unless otherwise stated – all physical units implicitly
correspond to the SI system.
For practical purposes, in our test problem the “real system” is given by a finite element model
associated with a mesh much finer than the computational meshes that we want to use for the
estimation. This reference mesh is displayed in Figure 1-(b) and features nearly 40000 degrees of
freedom. As seen in the figure, this corresponds to a fine mesh, with typically about 10 elements
across the thickness of the wall, and it can be checked that it provides a numerically converged
solution. Therefore, the measurements used in the estimation will be synthesized using the simula-
tions of this reference model and adding some realistic measurement noise. In our simulations we
will consider two types of uncertainties:
1. random (Gaussian) errors, generated independently for each node of the reference mesh, for
each component of the displacement and for each time step, and with standard deviation set
to 20% of the reference maximum displacement value dmax;
2. modal shift, namely, a displacement profile corresponding to the trace of the first undamped
eigenmode and constant in time, with an amplitude computed to give 20% of the strain energy
norm of a constant displacement field equal to dmax for each component.
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Note that these error amplitudes are quite large, as dmax is an upper bound of the displacement
value. The total energy – namely, the sum of strain and kinetic energies – and the cavity volume
for the reference solution are shown in Figure 2, as classical indicators of the mechanical and
physiological behavior. The observer itself will be based on the coarser discretization displayed
in Figure 1-(c) with about 6000 degrees of freedom, which is chosen to give discretization errors
consistent with the measurement errors, hence with the level of accuracy actually sought in the
estimation procedure. In all our simulations we used for time discretization the energy-conserving
Newmark algorithm with time step ∆t = 1 ms [4, 12]. This time step is adequate for accurately
representing the first 1000 eigenmodes of the system with at least 20 time steps per modal period,
but is primarily determined in relation to the activation wave velocity. Hence, as regards spectral
and dynamical stability properties this corresponds to an “overkill” discretization strategy, as we
do not analyse the effect of time step sizes in this paper, which of course would also be worthy of
investigation [9].
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Figure 1: (a) model geometry – (b) reference mesh – (c) observer mesh
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Figure 2: Energy and volume of the cavity for the reference solution (left)– Electrical activation
profile (right)
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3 Estimation from Lagrangian displacement measurements
3.1 Collocated state estimator
In this section, we begin by assuming that the measurements are given by
Z = Hx+ χ,
where H is a linear operator referred to as the observation operator, and χ denotes an error intro-
duced by the measurement procedure (detection, sampling...). We also introduce the corresponding
spacewise-discrete observation operator
H = H ◦ Ih, (9)
where Ih denote the one-to-one mapping from the space of degrees of freedom to the state space,
so that
Z¯ = HX + χ+ h, (10)
with h = H(x − IhX) the image of the discretization error in the observation space, namely, a
“small term” which can be decreased by refining the mesh.
In this section we assume that the measurements are a continuous function of the displacement
field. This occurs for example in the case of displacement extraction from tagged MRI [8]. As
described in [14], we can formalize this reconstructed field based on tagged MRI data as displace-
ments sampled in space using weight functions (si)
q
i=1 defined on q non-overlapping “measurement
cells” within Ωm. Namely, Hx = (Hd 0)(y y˙)T then consists of the q three-dimensional vectors
given by ∫
Ωm
si y dΩ,
and we assume that the sampling functions are normalized, i.e. ‖si‖L2(Ωm) = 1. In the simulations
to come, the cells are defined by subdividing a (rectangular) box enclosing the geometry into
10 × 10 × 15 smaller (rectangular) cells of equal sizes. This subdivision is visualized in Figure 31.
The weight functions are then simply defined by scaled indicator functions of the cells. We point
out that this resolution is comparable to that of standard tagged MRI images.
1 cm
1 cm
1 cm
Figure 3: Tagged MRI (left) – Measurement cells in synthetic data (right)
1Tagged MRI image is courtesy J. Garot (Henri Mondor Hospital - Cre´teil - France)
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Our goal is to find a filter operator KX such that the following state estimator{
˙ˆ
X = AXˆ +R+KX(Z −HXˆ)
Xˆ(0) = X0
(11)
converges to the real system. In other words, for linear systems we expect that the state estimation
error
X˜ = X − Xˆ,{
˙˜X = (A−KXH)X˜ −KX(χ+ h)
X˜(0) = ζX
(12)
converges to a “small value” in a much shorter time than the characteristic simulation window.
Note that in practice, continuous time measurements are never available, so we need to take into
account time sampling for the data Z. Assuming that we only have Zk = Z(k∆T ), 1 ≤ k ≤ N∆T
– with ∆T the measurement time step – we define the reconstructed time continuous measurement
Zint by interpolation, e.g. with the linear formula
Zint = αk(t)Zk + (1− αk(t))Zk+1, with αk(t) = (k+1)∆T−t∆T .
In this case, we substitute Zint for Z in (11) and this leads to the modified error equation
˙˜X = (A−KXH)X˜ −KX(χ+ h + (Zint − Z)),
where Zint−Z is an interpolation error of order O(∆T ). For the sake of compactness we will omit
this additional error term in our forthcoming mathematical derivations, but we will use interpolated
measurements in Section 4.
We have already presented in [14] some state estimators based on velocity measurements where
a simple “direct velocity feedback” (DVF) strategy directly leads to a dissipative operator in the
error system (12). This consists in using velocity measurements to correct the observer dynamics
by applying forces proportional to the discrepancy with the observer velocity at the same locations.
In feedback control – from which our method was directly inspired – this corresponds to collocated
sensors and actuators [19]. Note that, in order to be directly dissipative, the control (a force) needs
to be dual to the sensing (a velocity) from the mechanical energy point of view. Here, the mea-
surements concern displacements and no longer velocities. This difference requires a modification
of our stabilization strategy because a “DVF-like” displacement feedback will not directly induce
the decrease of the estimation error, but instead increase the rigidity of this system. Namely, if we
define as in [14]
KX =
(
0
γM−1(Hd)′
)
, (13)
with γ a gain coefficient to be adjusted in the feedback, setting Xˆ = (Yˆ
˙ˆ
Y )T we have the second
order dynamics
M
¨ˆ
Y + C
˙ˆ
Y +
(
K + γ(Hd)′Hd
)
Yˆ = R+ γ(Hd)′Z, (14)
where the rigidity K is increased with the positive operator γ(Hd)′Hd. As a matter of fact, in
systems where natural damping is an increasing function of the frequency – e.g. for stiffness
proportional damping – this additional stiffness induces at the first order an increase in the modal
damping, albeit only indirectly.
The DVF strategy was already inspired from control techniques, but since the estimator is a
numerical system we emphasize that we are free to modify the dynamics in any suitable way.
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Then we choose to modify the first equation (2) giving the velocity as the differentiation of the
displacement, instead of the second equation (3) as in (13)-(14). In the discrete estimator system
we thus define
KX =
(
γK−1(Hd)′
0
)
, (15)
so that the system becomes, for Xˆ = (Xˆd Xˆv)T ,{
K
˙ˆ
Xd = KXˆv + γ(Hd)′(Z −HdXˆd)
M
˙ˆ
Xv + CXˆv +KXˆd = F
(16)
Note that we no longer have “
˙ˆ
Xd = Xˆv”, which is why we have introduced the new notation
(Xˆd Xˆv)T , instead of (Yˆ
˙ˆ
Y )T . Then the dynamics of the error X˜ = (X˜d X˜v)T = (Y −Xˆd Y˙ −Xˆv)T
gives {
K ˙˜Xd = KX˜v − γ(Hd)′HdX˜d − γ(Hd)′(h + χ)
M ˙˜Xv + CX˜v +KX˜d = 0
(17)
Introducing the classical energy norm for mechanical systems, namely, the sum of kinetic energy
and strain energy
‖X‖2E =
1
2
(Xv)TMXv +
1
2
(Xd)TK(Xd) = XTNX,
for
X =
(
Xd
Xv
)
and N =
1
2
(
K 0
0 M
)
,
then multiplying the first equation in (16) by (X˜d)T and the second one by (X˜v)T we have
d
dt
X˜TNX˜ =
d
dt
(
1
2(X˜
v)TMX˜v + 12(X˜
d)TKX˜d
)
= −γ(X˜d)T (Hd)′HdX˜d − (X˜v)TCX˜v − γ(X˜d)T (Hd)′(h + χ),
(18)
hence the choice (15) introduces a new dissipative term involving the displacement error X˜d.
Note that – in addition to the gain parameter γ – the filter design depends on the choice of
the space in which the adjoint operator (Hd)′ is considered. Namely, for instance considering an
observation space with a norm of L2 type introduces a mass operator (or matrix in the finite element
computations), similar to what is used in collocated stabilization [19]. Denoting this norm matrix
in the observation space by W−1, the adjoint (Hd)′ can be identified with (Hd)TW−1 for this
norm. However, in collocated DVF strategies the dissipative term involves the velocity– instead of
the displacement here – hence is amplified compared to the present case by a factor of the order of
ω2 for an eigenmode of associated eigenfrequency ω. In order to have a comparable high frequency
effect here, we may want to use a stiffness operator – namely, corresponding to an H1 space – for the
adjoint operation instead of a mass operator. Of course, we cannot apply the real stiffness operator
since the observation is only partial. Nevertheless, we can use the stiffness operator on a complete
displacement field reconstructed by applying a lifting procedure on the partial measurement. Note
that this is of course different from estimation by interpolation, which would merely use this lifted
value as an estimation. Here instead, we use this interpolation as one step in a procedure that can
also be interpreted as a preconditioning technique in the filter.
From a practical point of view, the lifting can be effectively performed using a Schur complement
method inspired from domain decomposition methods (see e.g. [24]), which amounts to solving(
0 Hd
(Hd)T K
)(
ΛZ
XZ
)
=
(
Z
0
)
, (19)
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for any Z in the image space of Hd. This means that XZ is the solution of the constrained
minimization problem
min
X s.t.HdX=Z
1
2X
TKX, (20)
and ΛZ represents the Lagrange multiplier associated with the constraint “H
dX = Z”. Provided
this system is solvable in ΛZ – see below for circumventing this condition – we can uniquely define
the linear operator S such that ΛZ = −SZ. The filter is then given by
(Hd)′Z = KXZ = (Hd)TSZ,
hence the filter equation becomes{
K
˙ˆ
Xd = KXˆv + γ(Hd)TS(Z −HdXˆd)
M
˙ˆ
Xv + CXˆv +KXˆd = F
(21)
leading to
d
dt
X˜TNX˜ = −γ(X˜d)T (Hd)TSHdX˜d − (X˜v)TCX˜v − γ(X˜d)T (Hd)′(h + χ). (22)
The filter is no longer collocated, but in essence the operator (Hd)TSHd appearing in the error
equation is then designed to behave like K. In fact, denoting by Xcorr the lifting of Z −HdXˆd by
the Schur complement procedure we can see that the first equation of the estimation system can
be rewritten as
˙ˆ
Xd = Xˆv + γXcorr. (23)
Incidentally, if we were to observe the complete displacement – namely, the ideal case with Hd =
Id, XZ = Z – we would have exactly K = (H
d)′Hd. We henceforth refer to this filter as the
“Schur Displacement Feedback” (SDF), whereas we will call the L2 filter the “Direct Displacement
Feedback” (DDF).
Note that we can approximate the solution of the above constrained minimization problem by
instead solving the penalized problem
min
X
1
2
{
XTKX + κ‖Z −HdX‖2W−1
}
, (24)
which leads to the modified algebraic system(− 1κW Hd
(Hd)T K
)(
ΛZ
XZ
)
=
(
Z
0
)
, (25)
where κ denotes a “large” penalization parameter. When κ tends to infinity the solution of this
problem tends to the state that minimizes (20) with Zproj – the projection of Z on the image
space of Hd – substituted for Z in the constraint. Therefore, this penalized procedure provides a
meaningful result even when Hd is not surjective, in which case the exact constraint “HdX = Z”
is not always solvable. This strategy can also be interpreted as a Tikhonov regularization by the
elastic deformation energy, 1/κ playing then the role of the regularization parameter. Another
key advantage of this penalized version is that the Lagrange multiplier can be eliminated in the
resulting equations, hence we can obtain the following explicit expression of the filter
(Hd)TS = κK
(
K + κ(Hd)TW−1Hd
)−1
(Hd)TW−1, (26)
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which leads to the estimator equations{
K
˙ˆ
Xd = KXˆv + γκK
(
K + κ(Hd)TW−1Hd
)−1
(Hd)TW−1(Z −HdXˆd)
M
˙ˆ
Xv + CXˆv +KXˆd = F
(27)
Of course, in practice we can eliminate the matrix K in the first equation, but we retain it in this
expression to preserve the formal similarity with the DDF equations. We also point out that the
filtering term in this system is formally similar to the Kalman classical expression, with the stiffness
matrix substituted for the so-called “a priori covariance matrix”. In the sequel we will use this
penalized form of the SDF estimator, both in order to take advantage of this explicit filter equation
without any Lagrange multiplier, and to avoid solvability issues. Furthermore, the expression (27)
shows that the SDF estimator can be computed in practice with no additional complexity with
respect to the DDF.
Remark: Assuming that the semi-group generated by the dynamical system (17) associated with
the estimation error is exponentially stable with a time constant τ , the error analysis of [14] can
be reproduced here in an identical manner. We then infer an a priori error estimate of the form
‖X˜‖N ≤ C
(
e−T/τ‖ζX‖N + γ
√
τ‖h + χ‖L2([0,T ],O)
)
, (28)
where the symbol O denotes a suitable norm in the observation space. Note that this estimate
only contains source terms that represent actual uncertainties in the observed system. This error
estimate also shows how the estimation error may be influenced by the discretization considered,
namely, through h. In some specific cases of collocated feedback the exponential stability can
be mathematically established – which crucially conditions the above error estimate – but in the
present case the feedback control cannot be applied on a real system, hence we do not know of
existing results in the control litterature. Nevertheless, we can also obtain numerical estimates
of the time constants by computing the poles of the numerical estimation system considered, as
illustrated in the next section.
3.2 Analysis of the state estimator
In order to assess the state estimator we compute the poles of the associated time-continuous
eigenproblem (
γ(Hd)′Hd K
−K −C
)
V = λ
(
K 0
0 M
)
V. (29)
We compare in Figure 4 the poles of the original system and the poles obtained with the DDF,
SDF, and SDF with full displacement measurements. We note that the DDF primarily damps
the low frequencies whereas the SDF behaves like the ideal complete measurement case for a large
frequency band.
Regarding the SDF, we recall that in the ideal complete measurement case, the damping of the
poles is improved when increasing the gain parameter γ until the fundamental mode reaches the
real axis, see Figure 5 [19]. This corresponds to the optimal gain, since when further increasing this
parameter the two previously-conjugate poles remain on the real axis, and one of them progresses
towards the origin, namely, with decreasing damping. In fact, in the ideal case of complete obser-
vation (Hd)′Hd = K in the above system and the poles are solutions of the quadratic eigenvalue
problem (QEP), see [23],
λ2MV + λ(γM + ηK)V + (γη + 1)KV = 0, (30)
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Figure 4: Poles of the DDF (left) and SDF (right) estimators with cell measurements
hence these poles directly relate to the poles of the system with proportional damping C = αM+βK
corresponding to the classical QEP
λ˜2MV + λ˜(αM + βK)V +KV = 0, (31)
with λ˜ = λ√
γη+1
, α = γ√
γη+1
, β = η√
γη+1
. Then the computation can be performed analytically,
and we find for the optimal gain value the following first order expression:
γopt =
√
2ω0 + h.o.t, (32)
with higher order terms in O(ω0η)
2, where ω0 denotes the fundamental frequency of the system
(in our case ω0η ∼ 10−2). Note that this gives a good estimate of the optimal gain – valid for any
discretization – as soon as an adequate value of the “exact” fundamental frequency is known, and
we also used this gain value in the case of partial measurements in our numerical simulations.
In fact, with the gain value chosen for the DDF to effectively damp a sufficient number of modes,
we have one low energy real pole near the imaginary axis, while all the poles of the SDF have
a real value below −14 s−1. This has an impact in the estimation errors, particularly for initial
conditions that have a wide modal content. In Figure 6 we display the energies of the SDF and the
DDF homogeneous estimation errors – namely with zero h and χ in (17) – when using the time
discretization scheme described in the next section, and for two different initial conditions:
Pressure I.C.: A static displacement obtained by imposing a pressure of 103Pa on the endocardium,
the order of magnitude of the ventricular filling pressure. This initial condition corresponds
to an error in energy of about 1% of the maximum energy in the system during the period
considered and to a volume increase of about 30%.
Modal I.C.: A static displacement provided by a linear combination of the first ten modes of
the undamped system with equal coefficients. We deliberately used a higher energy initial
– namely 10% of the maximum energy – condition in this case to assess the efficiency of the
filters in more difficult conditions.
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Stabilized system
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Figure 5: Pole locus for proportional damping
We can see a slight improvement when using the SDF with pressure initial condition, but more
importantly, the SDF is much more robust with respect to changes in the initial condition whereas
the DDF behavior is hindered by the low damped mode which is excited by the modal initial
condition.
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Figure 6: Homogeneous SDF and DDF error energies (scaled by initial error)
In order to demonstrate the performance of the DDF and SDF filters, we now consider the esti-
mation when including the measurement and discretization errors for the pressure initial condition.
We have used the two types of measurement errors described above in our simulations, without any
noticeable difference in the results. In Figure 7 we show the estimated volumes compared to the
reference, and to the volume computed without incorporating the filtering term, which illustrates
the effective trajectory tracking for this meaningful physiological indicator.
We investigate the error in more details in Figure 8 by plotting the estimation errors compared
to the errors associated with
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• the solution of the direct problem (5) generated with the desired mesh without initial condition
error (this gives the curve labeled “discretization error” in the figure);
• the reference solution interpolated in the desired mesh at each time step (the “interpolation
error”).
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Figure 8: Comparison of estimation, interpolation and discretization errors: DDF (left) and SDF
(right)
Both strategies are very effective in this case – and better indeed than the discretization error after
the activation has started – but the SDF estimation is still more accurate, as seen in particular
in the beginning of the estimation window. Note that – of course – the estimation error is always
bounded from below by the interpolation error.
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3.3 Time discretisation
As mentioned above, we use a Newmark scheme to perform the time discretization of the system.
In the context of small displacements, hence of linear mechanical systems, it is well known that
this scheme does not introduce numerical dissipation or spurious energy sources. Namely, let us
introduce the time discretized variable Xn = (Yn Y˙n)
T which represents the approximation of
X(n∆t). The Newmark scheme consists – in fact – in solving the system at time t = (n + 12)∆t
using the standard trapezoidal rules leading to
Yn+1 − Yn
∆t
=
Y˙n+1 + Y˙n
2
M
Y˙n+1 − Y˙n
∆t
+ C
Y˙n+1 + Y˙n
2
+K
Yn+1 + Yn
2
= F
n+
1
2
Yn=0 = Y0 + ζ
d, Y˙n=0 = Y˙0 + ζ
v
(33)
Using classical identities, in the absence of external loading the discrete energy then iteratively
decreases as
XTn+1NXn+1 −XTnNXn = −Y˙n+ 1
2
CY˙n+ 1
2
.
In the context of our estimator we cannot use the variables (Yn Y˙n) since the velocity variable differs
from the derivative of the displacement variable. We then introduce Xˆn = Xˆ(n∆t) = (Xˆ
d
n Xˆ
v
n)
T .
A similar trapezoidal scheme then gives
K
Xˆdn+1 − Xˆdn
∆t
= K
Xˆvn+1 + Xˆ
v
n
2
+ γ(Hd)′
(
Zn+ 1
2
−Hd Xˆ
d
n+1 + Xˆ
d
n
2
)
M
Xˆvn+1 − Xˆvn
∆t
+ C
Xˆvn+1 + Xˆ
v
n
2
+K
Xˆdn+1 + Xˆ
d
n
2
= Fn+ 1
2
Xˆdn=0 = Y0, Xˆ
v
n=0 = Y˙0
(34)
which leads with the same identities to the following discrete energy evolution
X˜Tn+1NX˜n+1−XTnNXn = −γ(X˜dn+ 1
2
)T (Hd)′HdX˜d
n+ 1
2
+(X˜v
n+ 1
2
)TCX˜v
n+ 1
2
−γ(X˜d
n+ 1
2
)T (Hd)′(χ+h)n+ 1
2
.
(35)
We point out that this scheme is implicit in both equations with non diagonal operators – unlike in
the first equation of (33). In practice this leads to the inversion of a 2N degrees of freedom linear
system.
Alternatively, in the case of the SDF filter which we now focus on, we can choose to solve the
estimator dynamics with an iterative method, provided we can find a good – and easily invertible
– preconditionner. In this context, we point out that our estimator would be
K
Xˆdn+1 − Xˆdn
∆t
= K
Xˆvn+1 + Xˆ
v
n
2
− γK Xˆ
d
n+1 + Xˆ
d
n
2
+Rn+ 1
2
M
Xˆvn+1 − Xˆvn
∆t
+ C
Xˆvn+1 + Xˆ
v
n
2
+K
Xˆdn+1 + Xˆ
d
n
2
= Fn+ 1
2
(36)
if the whole state were available in the measurement, recall Section 3.1. In fact, we can prove
that this system can be a good preconditionner of our SDF estimator for any observation operator.
Indeed, the SDF leads to a linear system of the form(
K + γ∆t2 (H
d)TSHd −∆t2 K
K
2
M
∆t +
C
2
)(
Xˆdn+1
Xˆvn+1
)
= RHS,
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which gives, when eliminating Xˆvn+1 using the second equation,
KSDFXˆ
d
n+1 = RHS, with KSDF = K +
γ∆t
2
(Hd)TSHd +
∆t
4
K
(
M
∆t
+
C
2
)−1
K. (37)
The preconditionner is obtained by simply substituting K for (Hd)TSHd = (Hd)′Hd, hence the
governing equation is instead
KpreXˆ
d
n+1 = RHS, with Kpre = K +
γ∆t
2
K +
∆t
4
K
(
M
∆t
+
C
2
)−1
K.
From (26) we infer the identity
(Hd)TSHd +K
(
K + κ(Hd)TW−1Hd
)−1
K = K,
hence, we have
0 ≤ (Hd)TSHd ≤ K,
in the usual sense of positive symmetric matrix inequalities, and this directly implies
KSDF ≤ Kpre.
In addition,
Kpre
1 + γ∆t2
= K +
∆t
4
1 + γ∆t2
K
(
M
∆t
+
C
2
)−1
K ≤ KSDF.
Therefore,
KSDF ≤ Kpre ≤
(
1 +
γ∆t
2
)
KSDF,
which shows that the conditionning of the preconditionned system is close to 1 when γ∆t2 is small.
From an algorithmic point of view, note that one iterative step only requires the inversion of two
systems of N degrees of freedom each. Namely, to compute the action of the real system (discretized
from (27)) we first need to invert K + κ(Hd)TW−1Hd. Then, in the actual preconditionner we do
not have K in the first line since it can be eliminated from the first line of the real system as well,
hence this first preconditionner equation gives a straightforward expression of Xˆvn+1 with respect
to Xˆdn+1. When substituting in the second preconditionner equation we thus obtain an equation in
the single unknown Xˆdn+1 with the matrix (
M
∆t +
C
2 )(
2
∆t + γ) +
K
2 to be inverted.
In practice, using a GMRES algorithm we obtained the solution with a maximum of four iterations
at each time step for an accuracy compatible with the orders of magnitude of estimation errors,
as can be checked in Figure 9 where we plot the difference between the estimation errors obtained
with a direct solver and with the above iterative procedure (to be compared with the errors shown
in Figure 8).
3.4 Boundary displacement measurements
In some other imaging modalities displacements are obtained with enhanced accuracy along the
boundaries. For instance, optical flow or registration methods (see [1, 17, 15]) that establish
similarities between snapshots are more reliable – in general – in strong gradient regions of the
image associated with contours.
As a consequence, we assume here that the measurements are displacements (or normal displace-
ments in a second part) on a subpart Γm of the boundary domain ∂Ω. Namely, Hx = (Hd 0)(y y˙)T
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Figure 9: Difference between estimation errors for direct and iterative SDF solutions
consists of the trace of the displacement field on Γm – well-defined since y ∈ H1(Ω). We also define
by H the discrete observation operator, namely, the operator giving the trace on Γm of the dis-
placement part of a discrete state vector. Since H only acts on displacements – like the continuous
observation operator H – we will also use the expression
H = (Hd 0) = (=ΓTΓ 0),
where TΓ is defined as a matrix that selects the degrees of freedom located on Γm, and =Γ as
the operator that interpolates a surface field from these degrees of freedom. Note that – clearly
– here the discrete observation operator Hd is not surjective in the whole space of traces, hence the
penalized version of the SDF filter is particularly valuable in such a case.
First, we show in Figure 10 the resulting poles for the DDF and SDF filters in the case of mea-
surements available only at the endocardium with results similar to those with cell measurements,
although the SDF pole locus is not quite as close to the ideal measurement curve. This could be
expected as we only have very partial measurements, namely, on one outer surface only, used for
the Schur complement lifting. By contrast, we also show in the figure the SDF poles obtained
with measurements on the complete boundary, and these poles are much closer to the ideal locus,
indeed.
3.5 Case of normal displacement measurements on the boundary
In fact, material points can hardly be distinguished on a contour – except for particular landmarks
– hence only surface displacements can be well captured. Namely, the above mentioned image
processing techniques recover with better accuracy the displacements normal to the boundaries
y · ν rather than the full displacement vectors. In this case Hd simply gives the normal component
of the trace as for its discrete counterpart Hd. Then, the DDF operator (Hd)′Hd – associated with
the L2(Γm) norm – has the variational form∫
Γm
(y˜ · ν)(ν · δy) dS. (38)
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Figure 10: DDF and SDF poles for endocardium measurements (left and center), SDF for the whole
boundary measurements (right)
The resulting poles are shown Figure 11 for the DDF and SDF poles with measurements of the
normal displacements on the whole boundary. We can see that the damping is less effective as with
measurements of the complete displacement vectors. This can be interpreted as related to a lack
of observability in the system. This is confirmed by checking that a similar locus is obtained when
measuring any scalar component of the displacement vector instead of the normal value, although
the low damping modes differ in each case.
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Figure 11: Poles of the DDF (left) and SDF (right) estimators with boundary normal displacements
4 Estimation from Eulerian position measurements
4.1 Estimator in continuous time
In this section we are interested in the situation where we only know the position of the body at
different time steps in a Eulerian framework. Namely, the spatial description consists in segmented
17
images (typically along the heart beat), which we consider in the form of meshed surfaces – classi-
cally obtained using marching cubes and automatic mesh generation algorithms, for example. As
regards time sampling, we only have N∆T available snapshots of the configuration at successive time
steps k∆T, 1 ≤ k ≤ N∆T – different from (and in general much coarser than) the computational
time steps. We thus define as (Sk) the series of surfaces corresponding to the segmented snapshots.
These measurements cannot be easily expressed from the state x with an operator H (even for a
nonlinear operator) in the form
Z = H(x) + χ.
Nevertheless, in order to determine if the state matches a given snapshot, a natural idea is to
compute the distance between the boundary of the estimator and the surface representing the
snapshot. For example, at time t = k∆t the estimator matches the surface Sk when
dist(xt, Sk) = 0, ∀xt ∈ ∂Ωˆt, (39)
for the spatial position xt corresponding to the deformed configuration of the estimator Ωˆt. This
can be compared with the usual measurement matching condition
Z −H(Xˆ) = 0, (40)
hence, the distance operator represents an extension of the usual observation quantity Z −H(Xˆ).
Note that we only need this quantity in the filter, since we compare the observation created by
the estimator with the real measurement, recall (11). Therefore, we propose to directly use the
computation of the distance at each point of the boundary domain to feed the filter.
Since we are in a Lagrangian formulation we write the current configuration xt as the sum xt = x+y
with y = y(x) the displacement field, and by extension we denote the complete operator on the finite
element model by dist(Xˆd, Sk). Here we directly take into account the time sampling of the data
– namely, the segmented images – hence we construct the operator at all times by interpolation.
We then define
Wd(Xˆ
d, t) = αk(t) dist(Xˆ
d, Sk) + (1− αk(t)) dist(Xˆd, Sk+1), ∀t ∈ [k∆T, (k + 1)∆T ]. (41)
We point out that the distance is signed, namely, for any point x the distance to a boundary S = ∂D
of a closed domain D is such that the sign of dist(x, S) < 0 if x is inside D and dist(x, S) > 0 if
x is outside D. Therefore this interpolation is meaningful even if the point considered is between
two surfaces Sk and Sk+1, see Figure 12. Note that this is consistent with our extension of the
observation quantity Z −H(Xˆ) since the interpolation of Section 3.1 can be rephrased as
(αk(t)Zk + (1− αk(t))Zk+1)−H(Xˆ) = αk(t)(Zk −H(Xˆ)) + (1− αk(t))(Zk+1 −H(Xˆ)).
The operator Wd is nonlinear in X
d, so we cannot use it directly in a filter formulation before
finding an equivalent to H ′d. Note that the derivative of the least square term
1
2‖Z −H(X)‖2 gives
the expression −∂H∂X
′
(Z −H(X)) which is classically employed in nonlinear filtering. In our case,
we thus use ∂Wd∂Y
′
Wd corresponding to the minimization criterion
1
2W
2
d . In order to compute
∂Wd
∂Y ,
we differentiate the distance using the notations of Figure 12
∂ dist(x + y, Sk)
∂y
· dy = −∂((MP ) · νSk)
∂y
· dy
=
(
∂M
∂y
· dy
)
· νSk −
(
∂P
∂y
· dy
)
· νSk −MP ·
(
∂νSk
∂y
· dy
)
=
(
∂M
∂y
· dy
)
· νSk .
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Figure 12: Projection of simulated contour on segmented image surfaces
In other words,
∇y(dist(x + y, Sk)) = νSk . (42)
Hence, our filter
(
∂Wd
∂Y
)′
Wd(Y, t) has the associated variational term∫
Γm
dist(x + y)(νSk · δy) dS, (43)
when considering the adjoint for the L2(Γm)-norm. The state estimator system is thenK
˙ˆ
Xd = KXˆv − γ
(
∂Wd
∂Y
)′
Wd(Xˆ
d, t)
M
˙ˆ
Xv + CXˆv +KXˆd = F
(44)
With the expression in (43) for the L2-norm, we note that this approach bears some resemblance
with image force methods used in image processing, see e.g. [7], and [21] for using image forces
with dynamical deformable models. Here, however, we include this term as a correction in the first
equation of the dynamics and not as a force. In addition, when using the SDF form the correction
term is no longer collocated as in (43). Recalling (23) in this case the first equation of the estimator
system instead amounts to
˙ˆ
Xd = Xˆv + γXcorr,
with Xcorr defined as the displacement vector obtained by lifting normal boundary displacements
equal to the opposite of the (signed) distance to the image surface. Note that this correction is
performed throughout the volume, whereas the DDF correction only acts on the boundary.
We point out that the error system is no longer autonomous but when linearizing around the
actual trajectory which satisfies Wd(X
d, t) = 0, we obtainK
˙˜Xd = KX˜v − γ
(
∂Wd
∂Y
(Xd, t)
)′(∂Wd
∂Y
(Xd, t)
)
X˜d
M ˙˜Xv + CX˜v +KX˜d = 0
(45)
Hence, the linearized estimation error is exactly dissipative like in (35) with ∂Wd∂Y (X
d, t) substituted
for H, leading – with the L2(Γm)-norm adjoint – to the variational term∫
Γm
(y˜ · νSk)(νSk · δy) dS,
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This term is similar to (38) but here the normal vectors νSk vary due to the motion of Sk, the
boundary of the actual system.
In practice, we extract the surface of the reference simulation at each time step k∆T, 1 ≤ k ≤ N∆T ,
and we compute a signed distance between the estimated surface and the corresponding reference
surfaces using the algorithm presented in [3]. This procedure allows to effectively compute the
signed distance for any point x to a boundary mesh.
4.2 Time discretization
Following the same time discretization as in Section 3.3, we will discretize the observation term
with the midpoint filtering quantity(
∂Wd
∂Y
(Xˆdn+1 + Xˆdn
2
,
tn+1 + tn
2
))′
Wd
(Xˆdn+1 + Xˆdn
2
,
tn+1 + tn
2
)
.
Therefore, the discrete energy of the linearized error decreases following the same identity as (35)
with (∂Wd∂Y (Xˆ
d
n+ 1
2
, tn+ 1
2
))′(∂Wd∂Y (Xˆ
d
n+ 1
2
, tn+ 1
2
)) substituted for (Hd)
′Hd. However, the nonlinearity of
Wd(X,Z) then imposes to resort to a Newton scheme even if the dynamical system itself is linear.
In order to circumvent this difficulty we choose to linearize the above term with a second order
extrapolated prediction to maintain the quadratic time consistency. We thus introduce
Xe =
3Xn −Xn−1
2
,
such that Xe −Xn+ 1
2
= O(∆t2) and replace
(
∂Wd
∂Y
(Xˆd
n+ 1
2
, tn+ 1
2
)
)′
Wd(Xˆ
d
n+ 1
2
, tn+ 1
2
)→(
∂Wd
∂Y
(Xˆde , tn+ 1
2
)
)′(
Wd(Xˆ
d
e , tn+ 1
2
) +
(∂Wd
∂Y
(Xˆde , tn+ 1
2
)
)
(Xˆn+ 1
2
− Xˆe)
)
For the actual system we have
0 = Wd(Yn+ 1
2
, tn+ 1
2
)
= Wd(Ye, tn+ 1
2
) +
(∂Wd
∂Y
(Ye, tn+ 1
2
)
)
(Yn+ 1
2
− Ye)
+
(∂2Wd
∂Y 2
(Ye, tn+ 1
2
)
)
: (Yn+ 1
2
− Ye)⊗ (Yn+ 1
2
− Ye) + o(∆t4)
.
Therefore in the system of the linearized error the stabilization term becomes
−γ
(
∂Wd
∂Y
(Ye, tn+ 1
2
)
)′((∂Wd
∂Y
(Ye, tn+ 1
2
)
)
(X˜n+ 1
2
)
+
(∂2Wd
∂Y 2
(Ye, tn+ 1
2
)
)
: X˜de ⊗ (Yn+ 1
2
− Ye)
)
+O(∆t4)
(46)
which is dissipative up to terms of order O(∆t2).
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Figure 13: Estimated volume with and without filters (left) and zoom near t = 0 (right)
4.3 Estimation results
We display in Figure 13 the estimated volume obtained with the DDF and SDF filters for the
pressure filling initial conditions. The estimation errors are shown in Fig. 14, also for the modal
initial condition. In all cases, the whole boundary is considered using complete segmentations of
the geometry. The performances of the filters are excellent in all cases, although the DDF is more
sensitive to the modal initial condition as in the linear case. Here again, the effectiveness of the DDF
in the pressure filling case was expected, since the gain was specifically tuned to damp the modes
primarily excited by this loading. Note, however, that in the modal case only the SDF achieves a
smaller estimation error than the discretization error. Hence, this shows that it is better to take
advantage of the available measurements using the SDF rather than running the direct simulation
without data assimilation even when the initial condition is accurately known – since there is no
initial condition uncertainty in the discretization error. We also point out that – despite the fact
that the linearized filter involves normal displacements – the results obtained in this nonlinear case
are much better than in the linear case with normal displacements. This can be interpreted by the
fact that the motion of the normal vectors νSk significantly enhances observability compared to the
fixed normals considered in the purely Lagrangian linear estimator of Section 3.5.
5 Extension to Nonlinear Mechanics
The above estimation strategy can be extended with ease to nonlinear mechanical systems as
follows. We generalize the system discussed in Section 2 by considering:
• a hyperelastic material given by the Ciarlet-Geymonat potential
W e(e) = κ1(J1 − 3) + κ2(J2 − 3) + κ3(J − 1)− κ3 ln J,
where e denotes the nonlinear Green-Lagrange strain tensor and J1, J2, J the classical reduced
invariants, see e.g. [12].
• a viscous term corresponding to the pseudopotential
W v(e) = β Tr(e˙2).
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Figure 14: Estimation errors with segmented images: DDF (left) and SDF (right)
• a prestress term
δWPS =
∫
Ω
σ0w(‖CM‖ − ct) Tr(δe) dΩ.
In the numerical simulations we have used the values
κ1 = 2.2 10
3 Pa, κ2 = 33 Pa, κ3 = 2 10
4 Pa, β = 0.68 Pa.s, (47)
which give the same linearized dynamics as above in the small displacement framework.
This nonlinear setting leads to a discrete system in the form{
X˙d = Xv
MX˙v + C(Xd)Xv + F int(Xd) = FPS(Xd, t)
(48)
where F int(Xd) denotes the internal force vector derived from the hyperelastic potential, C(Xd)Xv
the viscous force vector, and FPS(Xd, t) the prestress force vector.
We then propose as an estimator the following system{
K(Xˆd, Xˆv)
˙ˆ
Xd = K(Xˆd, Xˆv)Xˆv + γ(Hd)′(Z −HdXˆd)
M
˙ˆ
Xv + C(Xˆd)Xˆv + F int(Xˆd) = FPS(Xˆd, t)
(49)
where K(Xˆd) denotes the tangent stiffness operator matrix of the mechanical system, namely,
K(Xˆd, Xˆv) =
∂
∂Y
(F int − FPS)(Xˆd) + ∂C
∂Y
(Xˆd).Xˆv.
The linearized error arround the true dynamics then obeys{
K(Xd, Xv) ˙˜Xd = K(Xd)X˜v − γ(Hd)′HdX˜d − γ(Hd)′(h + χ)
M ˙˜Xv + C(Xd)X˜v +K(Xd, Xv)X˜d = 0
(50)
Although K and C are now time-dependent, the dynamics of the linearized error remains stabilized
simply because the same argument as for the linear dynamics holds as long as K(Xd, Xv) remains
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positive. Using classical stability results for nonautonomous nonlinear systems (see e.g. [10]), this
ensures that there exists a neighborhood of 0 for the initial error X˜(0) = ζX in which the error
dynamics is stable. We emphasize that – in the SDF filter – it is now K(Xˆd, Xˆv) which is used in
the definition of the adjoint operator (Hd)′.
We show in Figure 15 the SDF numerical estimation results obtained for a pressure filling initial
condition, for a pressure value increased by a factor 1.8 with respect to our previous simulations
in order to assess the effectiveness and the robustness of the filter. We can see that – even for a
nonlinear mechanical system with large initial condition errors – the performance of the SDF filter
is excellent. In the estimation error curves we also plot the results obtained when using the fixed
stiffness matrix K(Xd(0), 0) – namely, the same as in the linear case – instead of K(Xˆd, Xˆv) in the
filter. The very close similarity observed between the estimation results can be interpreted by the
fact that – in the linearized error system (50) – the tangent stiffness operator K(Xd, Xv) remains
fixed at the initial (undeformed) value until the system is activated, by which time the estimator
already approximates the true system with excellent accuracy.
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Figure 15: Estimated volume (left) and estimation error (right) for nonlinear system
6 Concluding remarks
We have proposed a new filtering methodology to perform estimation on a distributed mechanical
system, using a filter inspired from feedback control, which gives an effective and robust procedure
with computations of the same order of complexity as direct numerical simulations of the system.
We depart from our previous work in that – since we do not need to apply the control on a real
system but only in the purely numerical estimator – we use a correction term in the dynamical
equation relating position and velocity, which allows to employ position measurements instead of
velocity. Furthermore, using a lifting of the observed part of the state – via a Schur complement
method – we can achieve the same level of performance as with velocity measurements by applying
the stiffness operator on the lifting in the filter. This was substantiated by an analysis of the estima-
tion system, and further demonstrated by numerical assessments using a test problem inspired from
cardiac biomechanics. We have also shown how our methodology can be extended – with ease and
similar performances – to cover nonlinear observation operators, as when considering segmented
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images. An extension to nonlinear mechanical systems has also been proposed and successfully
assessed.
We point out that our control-based estimation approach is not restricted to mechanical systems
and could – indeed – be extended in principle to any other system modeled by evolution PDEs for
which effective feedback strategies are available or could be further developed by fully exploiting
the estimation system without any constraint on the applicability of the control on a real system.
Although we have not discussed parametric estimation, extending the state estimator presented in
the present work to perform joint state-parameter estimation is quite straightforward by following
the methodologies proposed in [6, 14].
As regards the type of observation operator considered for image measurements, other choices
could be made, e.g. starting from 3D-distributed image norms – instead of surface distances –
commonly used in image processing procedures, see [16] and references therein. This will require
some further investigation, in particular as to the well-posedness of the filter that requires adequate
differentiability properties for the norm in question.
Finally, further work must be performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology
when using real imaging measurements. Of course, modeling errors will then be an additional
difficulty to cope with, but the estimation procedure can also be used as a tool to assess model
validity, since its success – now that it has been validated with synthetic data – would thus only
depend on model adequacy.
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